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1. Introduction

A NUMBER of distributions arising from m points, eacli possessing one
of k characters or colours, arranged at random on a line, has been
discussed by the autlaor in a previous communication (Iyer, 1948),
The distributions considered covered the cases of both free and non-

free sampling. In free sampling, the character of each point is
determined on the null hypothesis independently of the character of
the other points. In non-free sampling the number of points possess
ing the different characters is fixed beforehand.

Owing to the limitations of the methods used before (Iyer, 1948),
it was not,possible to discuss fully the limiting forms of the distributions
when k, the number of characters which the points could take, was
greater than two. in this paper, we shall discuss somewhat fully the
limiting forms of these distributions by obtaining the difference equa
tions connecting the moment-generating functions (M.G.F.) of the
distributions for free sampling. For the sake of convenience, as in the
previous paper, we may describe the characters as colours, say black,
white, red, etc. The probabihties of the points taking the colours
black, white, red, etc., are p^, p„, .. .p^, subject to the condition that
their sum is unity.

2. Black-Black Joins

The difference equation connecting the M.G,F.'s of this distribution
was obtained by Iyer (1948) by actually writing' down the general
expression for the /--th factorial moment and substituting in the
M.G.F. We shall derive this equation by a new approach which is
simpler and which can- be used to obtain similar equations for other
distributions of a complicated nature.

It has been established (Iyer, 1949) that the /--th f^ictorial moment
is /•! multiplied by the expectation for /" black-black joins. Now
/• black-black joins can be obtained from m points in the following
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independent ways: (i) all the r joins'belong to the last (m — 1) points,
(ii) (r — I) joins belong to the last {m —2) points while one join
comes from the first two points, (iii) (/• — 2) joins belong to the last
(m — 3) points, while the last three points give two joins, etc. This
means, the expectation of r black-black joins from m points is given by

S (f, m) = S (/•, /n - 1) + E /+! S {r - s, m - s - 1), (2.1)
S = 1

where 8 (i/- —i', m ^ s — \) represents the expectation for (;• —s) joins
from (m — i' - 1) points. Since

<§(/•, " '(2.2y

(2.1) reduces to

I y P ['-s, m-s-l] •" '• "• f') -J\
^ " '• r + (r-s)! • ,

We now note that

+ . •(2.4)

where 9 = (e' — 1) and is the M.G.F. of the distribution for
m points.

Substituting from (2.3) forin (2.4), it reduces to

A/„ = A/",,,, j 2 + -i-.. . 6"'-' p"'M„

' pm-l _ (nfjV"-^

- + p'd M„ (2.5)

where £''Mo = M,,. Operating both, sides of (2; 5) by (£ — we get

(p0y"-'}M„, • (2.6)

which reduces to

- (I -hp9)M„+p (I -P)d 0, (2.7)

since A/q — 0.

3. Black-White Joins

Wishart and Hirschfeld (1936) have obtained the difference equation
of this distribution for the case of two colours. The methods used by
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them are rather complicated. We shall obtain the general expression
for the distribution of blabk-white joins for points of k colours.

As in the case of black-black joins, r black-white joins can be
selected from m points in the following ways which are all independent
of one another. They arc (i) all the r joins belong to the last (/« — 1)
points, (ii) (/• — 1) joins belong to the last (w — 2) points while the
first two points give one black-white join, (iii) (/• -= 2) joins come
from the last (m — 3) points with the first three points giving two'
black-white joins, etc. Thus . .

&(/', m) S (/', m —1) + 2i:p^p2 S (/• —2s''+ l,.m —2i') ,

^ (^1+ Pd &(/• - 2 '̂, m -2s- 1). (3,,1)

Therefore
• ">

fr.iii] _ •_!_ n y Pi Pi m-2si
r\ ;•!' ' (/•-2j+. 1)!

I yPiPi +
, (/• -2j)! ~ ^ '

where can take values from 1 to j or according as ;• is even
or odd, and and are the probabilities-of the points being black or--
white.

Setting this value of in M.,„ we find that

• M,_i+ 2EpM'r~' M(p,+p,) (3.3)

This can be written as

M„- 2p,p,e [E"'-'+p,p,9-^ (p,p,er ..]M,

+ PiPiiPi^ Pi) PiPzO"E"'-^'+

{p,P;0'y\E'"-\..]M,

'2p,p,QE"' + P,Pi
E'̂ -p.p.e^ • • (3.4)

Operating both sides of (3.4) by (E^-PiP^O^), the equation becomes

(^- pip.,e^) {M,„-= Ip^p^e M,„+ {p^.+_ p^) 9^

i.e., M,^^^- M,„^.,= 2p,p^eM^ + p^p^9^ l)M,„_i+ M,„}. (3.5)
3
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When the points can take only two colours, />i+= 1 and (3.5)
reduces to

- p,p,e (2 + 0) M,„ = 0. (3.6)

This equation corresponds to the one given by Wishairt and Hirschfeld
(1936).

- Equation (3.6) can also be obtained by the following procedure:
/• joins-from the /« points can be considered to be made up of
(i) y joins from the last {m — 1) points, (ii) {r — 1) joins from the
last; (w —2) points with one more join from the first two points, and
(iii)_ (/• —2) Joins from the last (m —2) points with two joins from the
first three points. The expectations for items (i) and (ii) are S {r,w —1)
and IpiPiS {r -- 1, m—2) respectively. Item (iii) occur^ only in the
cases («) and {h) sho\vn below:

(r —2) joins from (m —2) points

xxx

PyP'iPi («)

PiPiPi

(r — 2) Joins front {m — 2) points

(b)

(p^ andp2 represent theprobabilities of thepoints being black and white).
Tt will be noted that p^po is common in both (a) and (b). Since
(Pi-hP2) = 1' expectation for (a) and (h) together is p^p^8 (r —2,
m —2). Therefore,

& (/-, m) = S {r, m - 1) + Ip-^p^ S (r — 1, m —2)

+ P1P2 S{r -2, m ~ 2),
i.e.,

M [r.in] M i „ A*- [r-1, in-2] i „ l" [r-2, m-2] /-i oi—, ^ (;• - 1)!" + '2)! •

Substituting the above value of,u,'|-^ ,„] in M„„ it can be seen that this
reduces to

- P,P-S (2 -L 0) M,„_, = 0. (3.9)

4. Joins detween Points of Different Colours

The author (1948) obtained the first and the second moments
for the distributiori of the total number of joins between points of
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different colours by working out the non-free distributions for (i) two
black and {m — 2) white points, (ii) one black, one white and (m — 2);
red points, and (iii) one" black, one white, one red- and {m —3) green
points. We shall obtain the first four cumulants by finding the
expectations for one, two, three and four joins.

The probability for a join between two adjacent points belonging
to different colours is '

lEp.p,, OS: • (4.1X

For ni points on a line there are {ni 1) ways :pfobtaining a joiii
between two adjacent points. Therefore the first nioment is

liy =2(tn —\)ip,p,. • .iSfrP'
The second factorial moment is twice the expectation for two

joins. Two joins between points of different colours can be formed
from (i) three consecutive, points and (ii) four points partitioned into
two groups each having tWo adjacent points. The probaibility for (i)
can be seen to be

! /'•
( Pr^Ps +(>^APs Pi)'- V' \ (4.3)

The number of \Vays of selecting three consecutive points from tri
points is (m —2). Therefore, the expectation for (i) is

+6Sp^p^ Pi). (4.4)

The chance of obtaining a join between points of different colours'is
lEp^p^. Therefore, the probability of obtaining two independent joins
is 4 (Sp^ p^\ Now two independent joinscan be formed from ni points

in 2 ways. Therefore, the expectation for iteih (ii) is '

4(2>,p/. (4;5)
Hence

T{nr - 2) ( Sp;-p^ + 6Sp^p^p,)+ 4 (m -.2)'2) (Sp^p;)\ (4.'6):

aud ju.2 reduces to

2 (m - 1) (P). 2 (m - 2) (21) + 12 (w - 2) (l^).- 4 (3/« - 5) (P)^,

(4.7)
where (21) and (1') stand for the symmetric functions. and

••-A in/I. P2, •• •/'a. respectively.. • , ' • '
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The third factorial moment is 3! times the expectation for three
joins. Three joins can be obtained from (i) four consecutive joins,,
(ii) five points'partitioned into two parts, and (iii) six points divided
into three groups of two each, The probabilities for (i), (ii) and
(iii) are

,aEp,'p,^+(>SPrihPt'V2AEp,p,PtP„), ' , '(4.8)
. {2Jjp,p,){Sp,^p, + ()i:p,p,pt), (4.9)

and ' i

{2Ep,p,y " ; ' (4.10)
respectively. Note that the probabilities for (ii) and (iii) are calculated
by using the results (4.1) and (4.3).

The sum of the expectations for (i), (ii) and (iii) gives

•• . -jy- = ('« - {2 (2') +6(2] 2).+ 24 (1^)}

+('"2"^)^2(1'')}K21)+ 6(P)}

•+('" 3^){2(i^)r. • , •; ;̂• (4.nj'
It can be shown now that.

, == (m —1) a + 6 {nt —2) /> + 6 (/« —3) c + 12 (5 —Jim) ab• •

- + 3 (5 - 3m) + 4 (5m - 11) " (4-. 12)

where a = 2 (F), h {(21) + 6 (P)}, c = {2 (2^) + 6 (2P)+ 24,(10}.

For the fourth factorial moment, we determine the expectation for
obtaining four joins. Four joins can be formed from (i) five conse
cutive points, (ii) six points partitioned into two groups of two and
four and two sets of three adjacent points, (iii) seven points divided
into three sets of two, two and three adjacent points and (iv) eight
points, divided into four groups of two points each. The probabilities
for (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are - • '

, • {(32) + 2(3F) + 36 (213) + \2 (24) + 5! (l^j, '

;' • {2 (P)} {2 (2^) + 6(2P) + 24 (1^}, {(21) + 6(P)}^
•{2 (l^)f {(21) + 6 (P)} and {2 (P)}''respectively.
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Note that the expectations for (ii), (iii) and (iv) are obtained by using
(4.1), (4.3) and (4.8). From these it c'^n be seen that

(4.13)

where d is the probability of having four joins from five adjacent points.
The fourth cumulant can now be ^worked out and it reduces to

{m - 1) fl + 14 (w - 2) Z) + 36 {m - 3) c + 24 (w - 4) d

- 7 (3w - 5) _ 12 {5m - .16) b\ - 72 (2m - S) ab.

- 24 (5w - 17) flc + 24 (5w - 11) ai*' 4- 24 (15w-- 44) d^b ^

-2X105W- 279)fl4. ' ' ; ,,(4.14)
B. V. Sukhatme also has obtained the first four cumulants for this
distribution from the first principles. His paper will be published
shortly.

We shall obtain now the difference, equations satisfied by the
moment-generating-function. For the sake of simplicity let us confine
our discussion in the first instance to the case of three colours.

It has been pointed out before that r joins can be considered
to have been obtained in the following independent ways: (i) all
the r joins belong to, the last (w — 1) points, (ii). {r — 1) joins belong
to the last (m —2) points while the first two points give one join,
and (iii) the last (m —2) points contain (r —2) joins while the first
three give two joins. The expectations- for items (i) and (ii) are
S {r,m — 1) and 2 (PiPi+ P0P3 + PaPi) S (r — 1, m —2) respectively.
The expectation for (iii) can be evaluated by considering the different
ways of obtaining two joins from the first three points. There are
twelve different ways of having two joins from the first three joints.
They are indicated below:

XXX

(1) . Pi Pi Pi

XXX

(2) P2 Pi Pi .

XXX

(3) Pi P2 Pa

X -.X x~

(10) Pi Pi P^

•\

(«)

XX X

(4) Pi Ps Pi

(5)
XXX

Pl Ps P.2

XXX

(6) Pa Pl Pa J

X X X

(11) p., Pl p.

(b)

(7)
XXX

P2 p^ Pl

A- X A

(8)- •P2 Pa P2

X x X

(9) Ps Pi Pa

(12) p^.pi p^

(c)
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• In-tHe above figure, p^, pg and >3 stand for black, white and red
points. It will be observed that p^p^, pip^ and p^ps are comiaion in
the sets (a), (h) and (c) respectively. .Further the last points in the
sks (a), (b) and (c) are pi, pn and p^. Since p^. p^ +/'a = 1. the
expectation for r joins from the arrangements of the first three points
shown in the configurations 1 to 9 above is

. (P-iPz -\- PiPi +PzPi) ^ ('• -2, m ^ 2). •

We have now to consider the expectation for /-.'joins when the first
three points are arranged as in (10), (11) and (12), excluding all the
cases included in (i) and (ii), and. also in («), (i) and (c). It cain
easily be seen that such cases arise only when the fourth point of the
arrangements beginning' with (10), (11) and (12) gives three joins.
The different ways of obtaining three joins from four points based on
the arrangements in (10), (11) and (12) are as shown below:

.X X _ X X

h 'PiPzPx
X X X X

(10.2) p^Pt^ psP2

XXXX-\ x x xx .-v

(UA) psPiPiPl il2A) pspopipi

1X X X X

(11.2) Pa Pi po^pa
X X X X

(12.2) P3P2P1P3

The first three points of the above arrangements contain points of
all colours, p^,'P2 and /jg. Considering the fourth point, Pi, p^ and
Ps occur each twice. .Hence the expectation of r joins frbnV configura
tions'beginning with (10), (11) and (12) is d

IpiPiPa s:(r ~ 3, m - 3). , , /

Thus we obtain

••• ^ [r.ml — [r.m-l] | I Tn n '
. :. ^r\ TV •' ^ {r - 1.)I ^ (;• - 2)! .

+-2p,p,p3

Substituting this value in M„,, we get ? ....

M^-M^_,=.2eM^_,Sp,p,+ e^M^_,Ep,p,+ 2e^p,p,p,M^_,. (4.15)

The same argument will giye similar difference equations for four
or more colours also. Before writing down the general expression for
k colours,, in order to give a clearer, idea of the arguments, used above,
thie equation for four colours is al'So .obtained in detail.. .

Let the points take any one of four .colours, say black, white, red
•^nd green with probabilities py, p^, ps a'rid p^. We shall express the

[r-a.m-ai'-
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expectation for r joins from m points in terms of the distributions arising
from, {m —1), {m —,2) and lower niimber of points. Now r joins
can be obtained from m points in the following ways which are all
different from one another: (i) all the r joins belong to the last
(jn —1) points, (ii) (r —1) joins belong to the last,(m —2) points,
while the first two points give one join, and (iii) the first three points
give two joins and the last {m —2) points contain (r —2) joins.
The expectations for (i) and (ii) are S {r,m —1) and 2Ep^p, S {r -- 1,
m —2) respectively. To obtain the expectation, of (iii), which is
rather complicated, we proceed as follows: There are 36 arrangements
which give two joins from the first three points and (r —2) joins
from the last (m —2) points; They may be split up in the manner
indicated below :

X X X ^

(1) Px.PiPx
X X' X \

(5) Pi Pa Pi (9) Pi Pi Pi

XXX

(2) Pi Pi Pi

^

(A),

XXX

(6) Pi Pz Pi
(B)

XXX

(10) Pi Pi Pi

V V V
XXX

(3) Pi Pi Ps. (7) Ps Pi Pa
A A A

(11) Pi Pi Pa

XXX

(4) Pi Pi Pi
XXX

(8) Pi P-i Pi /
XXX

• (12) Pi Pi Pi

X X X \

(17) P2 Pi Pi

(18) Pi Pi Pi

XXX

(19) Pi Pi Pi

(20) Pi Pi Pi

XXX

(33) Pi Pi Pi

(E)

X X X

(21) Pi Pi P,

XXX

(22) Pa Pi Pi

XXX

(23) /73 Pi p-i

• X • X • X

(24) Pi P3 Pi

XXX

(34) Pi Pi Pi

(F)

XXX

(25) Pi Px Pa

XXX

(26)' Pi Pi Pi

XXX

(27) P3p, Pi

XXX

(28) PiPiPi

(35) Pi Ps Pi

(C)

(13) p. PsPi

XXX

(14) Pz P'sPi

X X (X

(1.5) PsM Pa

— XXV

(16) Pi PaPi

(29) A,>1 >2:
X ' X X

(30) Pi Pipi,
! • .1

XXX

Ql).psPiPi

X ' X! X

(32) PsPi Pi-

>5 . * *
(36) Pi ps,pi,^

(D)

The arrangements A, B, C, D, E and F have pipi, PiPs, PiPi, PiP^, PiPi
andpspi respectively as the first two points, also Pi, pi, and Pi occur
in each of the sets. Therefore the expectation for /- joins from the
configurations shown in A, B, G, D, E. and F is {Ep^p,) Q{r —2,
ffi _ 2). We have now to consider the remaining twelve (25-36)
arrangements. Each,of them can give three joins with a fourth point
adjacent to them in three ways. There are thus another 36 arrange
ments in which the first four points contain three joins while the
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remaining {m —3) points give (/• —3) joins. We group these arrange
ments as. follows:

X X X .X

Ih Pi Pa Pi

. X X X X

P% Pi Pz Pi

X X X X

Ps PrPi Ps

X X X X

^2 Pi Pa Pi

X X X X

Pa Pi Pi Pi

xxxx

Pa Pi Pi Pi

xxxx

Pa Pi Pi Pa

xxxx

Pi Pi Pa Pi

X X X X

Pa Pi Pi Pi

X X X X

Pa Pi Pi Pi

XX XX.

Pa Pi Pi Pa

X X X X

Pa Pi Pi Pi

xxxx

Pi Pi Pa Pi

XXXX

Pi Pi Pa Pi.

XXXX

Pi Pa Pi Pa

xxxx

Pi Pa Pi Pi

III

X X X X

Pi Pi Pi Pi

X X X X

Pi Pi Pi Pi

X X X X

Pi Pi Pi Pa

xxxx xxxx

Pi Pi Pi Pi Pi Pi Pi P i

xxxx

Pi Pi Pi Pi

X X X X

Pi Pi Pi Pi

xxxx

• Pi Pi Pi Pa

II

xxxx

Pi Pi Pa Pi

xxxx

Pi Pi Pa Pi

xxxx

Pa Pi Pi Pa

xxxx

Pi Pi Pa Pi

xxxx

Pz Pi Pi Pi

xxxx

Pa Pi Pi Pi

xxxx

Pi Pa Pi Pa

xxxx

Pi Pz Pi Pi

IV

' Pa Pi Pi Pi
xxxx

Pi Pi Pi Pa

xxxx

Pi Pa Pi Pi

xxxx

Pi Pa Pi Pi

It is obvious that the expectation for r joins for the arrangements
commencing with those indicated in I, II, III and IV is 2 {piPiPa-{- PiPiPi
+ PiPaPi+ PipzPi) S (;• —3, OT - 3). We are now left with the con
figurations shown in V. . Each of them can give four joins in three
ways with a fifth point adjoining them. These .configurations are given
below:

X, XX X x

Pa Pi Pi Pi Pi

X X X X X

Pz Pi Pi Pi Pi

X X X X X

Pa Pi P-i Pi Pz

X .X X-X . X

Pa Pi Pi Pi

Pi Pi Pi Pz Pi

X X X X X

Pi Pi Pi Pz Pi

X X X X X

Pi Pa Pi Pi Pa_

X X X X X

Pi Pi Pi Pa Pi

Y

Pi Pa Pi Pi Pi

X X X X X

Pi Pa Pi Pi Pi

X X X X X

Pi Pa Pi Pi Pa

X. X XXX

PiPzPl Pi Pi-
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The expectation of /• joins for the arrangements commencing with
those shown in (X), (Y) and (Z) is 'ipiP-iP^Pi S {r — A, m — 4). From
the above discussion, it is obvious that

. S {r, m) - S (r, m - \) + 2S (r - m - 2) Hp, p, +

-\-8 {r -2, m-2) 2p, p, '+ 2S {r ~ 3, m - 3)

, p, Pt + 3S (r - 4, m - 4) pip^p^pi (4 -16)

We get therefore that

^Pr Ps + 2^PrPsP, + ^P,PM (4 .17):

Substituting this value of the /--th factorial moment in M^, we find
that . -

+ 29M,„_, Ep,p, + Sp-p, + 2d'M„_, Ep, p, p,

+ 36*PiP.p.,p^M,„_^. (4,18)

By proceeding in this manner, it can be shown that the difference
equation for k colours reduces to the form

. 20a,M,„^,+ E {r - \) 6'a, (4.19)

where o, stands for (l'), the monomial symmetric function of degree
rmpi,pi,...p,,.

5. Triplets, Quadruplets, etc.

We may definei. triplets, quadruplets ! . . . j-plets as sets of three,
four .... 5 adjacent points of a specified colour. The factorial moments
for the distribution of the ^-plet both for free and non-free sampling
have been obtained by B. V. Sukhatme (1950). The difference equations
satisfied by the M.G.F.'s of these distributions are derived in this
section. • " - •

Triplets, r triplets from m points can be considered to. be
composed of (i) /• triplets from {m — \) points, (ii) one triplet from
the first three points, plus {r. — 1) triplets from the remaining ,(ot —3)
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points, (iii) two triplets from the first four points with (/• — 2) of
them .from the remaining {m — 4) points, (iv) three or two triplets
taken in such a way as to include the first five points and (/• — 3) or
(/• — 2) triplets from the last {m — 5) points, (v)'four or three triplets
covering the first six points and (/• — 4) or (/• — 3) triplets from the
remaining (jn — 6) points and so on. When we consider the first

(j -h 2) points, it is possible to have 5, (^ —1), (j —' 2), ... +1^
or ^triplets according as sis even or odd, covering all the (j+2)
points. The number of ways of having —Ar) triplets from {s + 2)

points is ^ This statement is illustrated below. Let
there be eleven points on a hne.

1 7

I I I I I I
xxx.xxxxxxxx

I I I J
2 4 6 8

The maximum number of triplets that can be obtained from eleven
points is nine. Suppose we want to find the number of ways of
having six triplets, which connect all the eleven points. This can be
achieved by removing three of the seven 2-8 triplets in such a manner
that the six triplets left should have all the eleven points distributed
among them. This can be done by removing three triplets from
2-8 satisfying the condition that no two of them are adjoining ones.
The number of ways of removing three triplets subject to this restric

tion is (3) number of ways of having six triplets
connecting the eleven points.

Hence we find that

m - 2 /= s (r, m) = 8 (/•, m-\)+ E X2? (
r\ s=i V

S{r—s+.k,m—s—2), .

'<'s — I — k

k

(5.1)

where the second summation extends from k =--• 0 to the greatest integer
less than {s —1)^. Substituting the above'value of/n'f, ,,,] in the moment-
generating-function for the distribution of triplets, it reduces to



fl>.)>)f.^-^e>"
*^1 fllii .jbl

ji^ J* c^U cX

<-^ V .jU^ j^}

«i<^ (2jjji^-

y

y.-^. ^iiy ^ jL"

ijL- .lTT 1^

,3_^» jU-a-l
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M.-«;-=• "i V" {2('" i"') «"'•}
= p^e pd (£'"-' + pE"'-') + p^e^ (£"•-=

' + IpE'̂ '-' + p'E'^-')+ P'O' + 3pE"'-' + 3p^E"'-'

+p^E"'-'')+...p'e'̂ E'''-'-''+-(f '̂̂ pE''-'-*

pW [£"-=+ pO (1 + pE-^)£'"-*+p^e^ (1 .+ pE-^f E'"-' •

+ pW^ (1+ pE~^Y ..../0' (1 + pE-^y E"'-'-""

+.:.. p'̂ -^e""^ (1 + pE-^-^i Mo

E-^-{pdil+pE-r-\^^
E- pe (I + pE-^y. " ^ ^

Operating both besides by E — (1 + pE~^) the above equation
reduces to ' ' '

M-,^1 -il ^PO) M,„ + pqeM^_, -+ p'qeM,„_, ==, 0. ' (5.3)
Quadruplets. A similar rnethod will give the difference equation

satisfied by the M.G.F.'s of the distribution of quadruplets and
j-plets.- But the derivation becomes more and more complicated.
For the sake of clarifying the. principles used in this analysis, the-
difference equation for the quadruplets also is derived in detail.

As .in triplets, we shall set out the different ways of obtaining
r quadruplets from m points. Now,/- quadruplets can be considered
to be made up of (i) r quadruplets from the ,last (m —1) points,
(ii) one quadruplet from the first four points and (/•— 1) of them from
the last (m —4) points, (iii) (r —2) quadruplets from the last (m —5)
points and two. from the first five points, (iv) (/• —3) or (r —2)
quadruplets from the last (m —6) points with three and two respec
tively from the first six points, (v) {r —4) or (r —3) or (/• —2)

•quadruplets from the last (m —7) points, with four, three or two
respectively from the first seven points and so on.

The number of ways of obtaining .(^ — k) quadruplets from (j.+ 3).
covering all the (5 rf 3) points is

,5Cl-7')e7')
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The condition to be satisiied here is that no three of the quadruplets
removed can be adjoining.'ones. It will now follow that

; (5.5)(r j .+A:)! ..

where k extends from 0 to the greatest integer less than

Using this value it can. be seen that

+ (1 + pE~^ + p'^E-^y E"'-^ +...] M„~

_ p^e [E'"-' - {pd (1 + pE-^ + p^Et^)}'" ,
E -pd (\ + p.E-^ -hp^E-^) ^ •

Operating both sides by £ —p6, (1 -|- pE-'^ + p^E~^), we get

+ pe) M,,i+ pqdM„^_^+ p^qdM^,,^ + p^qeM,„_^= 0. (5.6)

It can .be seen, now that the difference equation for an s-plet, i.e.,
a set containing s points of a specified character is

- M;„ (1 + pd) + pq6 'S = 0. (5.7)
• ^ • . r=l

6. Black Runs .of' Length I

• The first and the second moments for free sampling have been
given by Mood (1940). The second moment given by Mood is not
correct. The correct moment is . •

2 [3/?^V+ 3 (m - 21 - 2) p^-'q'-f- (ni - 21 - 2) (w - 21- 3) p^-'q^]

4-2;5'q'4-(W—/ —1) pV —[V<7 + (w —/ —1)

The higher moments of this distribution for both free and non-free
sampling have been obtained by B. V. Sukhatme (1950). We shall
derive the difference equation satisfied by the M.G.F.-'s of this distri
bution. , .

Following the arguments used in the previous sections,
can be formed from m points in the following Wfiys;,
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(i) All the runs are distributed in the last (m - 1) points,
(ii) (/• - 1) runs belong to the last points and one run
preceded and followed by points of different colours belong to (/• + 2)
points in the beginning [runs formed from (/• + 1), points are. not to be
considered because such configurations are included in the (/• —1)
runs considered from (m —/• —2) points], (iti) (r —2) runs are distri
buted in the (m —2/' —3) points while two runs are obtained from the
first (2r + 3) points and so on. From this consideration, it will
follow that

where ^ extends from 1 to the lowest integer greater than i'//., Using
the operator E, (6.1) reduces to

' (6.2)

. rl. Runs of Length / or More

Mood (1940) has derived the first and the second moments of these
distributions. Mosteller (1941) has obtained the probability of getting
runs of length / or more for two kinds of elements. The method
developed by the author (1949) is used here to obtain the factorial
moments and the M.G.F. of this distribution. • '

The first moment is the expectation for a riin of length- / or more,
A black-run of length / or more can be formed fi'ora (i) the first
/ black points and (ii) / black points followed or preceded by a white
point. There, is only one way of obtaining (i), while (ii) can be had
in (m'—/) ways. Therefore, the expectation, for a black-run of
length / or more is

The expectation for two runs-of length / or more is Two
black-runs of length I or more can be obtained in the following ways:
(i) from 21 black points with a white point in the centre and (ii) 21
black points with two white points as shown below:

and

Dots and crosses represent black and white points respectively. It
can, be easily seen that the expectations for (i) and (ii) are

{m —21) p '̂q and ^ p '̂q- respectively.
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Therefore;

2 (m - 21) p''-'q + (m - 21^ p'V- (7•2)

The above' expression differs from that given by Mood (1940), The
third factorial moment is . 3! times the expectation fc)r three runs of
length I or more. Three such runs can be obtained only, in the
following two ways shown below:

(1) 3/black points and two white points

; X (2) 3/ black points and three white
points.

The expectations for (1) and (2) are

m , i fm—3/>2 ^ and ^ respectively.
Hence

Similarly the 4th factorial monierit works out to

. , 4 (m - 4/)'='' 4/)<>' p '̂q^

The Mh factorial moment is • i' /

:>'[r,«rt] =r{m^ df-"-' p'̂ q'-^ + (m —/•/)"' p'̂ -q^

The difference equation satisfied by the M.G.F.'s is

(7.3;

• (7.4)

^(7.5).

(7.6)

It is possible to have r runs of length I in m points as follows : (i) .all
the r runs belong to the last (w — 1) points and,(ii) (/• — I).runs
belong, to the last (m; 1) points- while one run preceded or
succeeded by a white point comes from the first (/ + 1) points. Thus

I.e.,

8 {r, m) = S {r, m — 1) + p^qS {r ^ m —I —1),

A [r,m] [r. i«-l] _j_ P ^ P- [r-1,
"/•! ~ r\, : (';-!)! il-.l)

This will be evident from (7.5) also.
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When / = 1, the above distribution reduces to that of the number
of black runs. This distribution has already been discussed by the
author (1948) by a different approach. The factorial moments reduce
to the following:

t^'n,,n^={in-i)pq+p, (7.8)

m]= 2 {m - 2) p'̂ q + {m ~ 2)'2' (7.9)

„,]= 3 (m - 3)<==> p^q^ + {m - 3)<'̂ ' p'q\ . (7.10)
/^'u,„,]=4(m-4)<^'pV+('»-4)''>V- (7.11)

The cumulants obtained from the above moments agree with those
given by the author- (1948). The moments for non-free sampling can
be obtained from those for free sampling by substituting

n <" n

for p'q'-

It may also be noted that,the M.G.F. difference equation for the
distribution of the number of black runs is

pqeM„_.,= 0, (7.12)

8. Total Number of Black-Black and Black-White
Joins for Two Colours

The factorial moments and the difference equations satisfied by
the M.O.F.'s of the distributions for black-black and black-white joins
have been obtained in earlier sections. It may sometimes be desirable
to develop some statistical tests on the basis of both these distributions
together. The first and the second factorial moments and the difference
equations for the distribution of the total number of black-black and
black-white joins are given below:

^\i.,n,= (>n-l)p{i+q) (8.1)

2im-2)pil+ pq) + (m - 2)'"-' [p (1 + q)Y (8.2)

- (1 + pB) pqd a + e) 0. (8.3)

The difference equation has been obtained by the method described
in the latter part,of Section 2.

9. . Total, Number of Black and White Runs of Length j

It has not been possible to obtain the M.G.F. difference equation
for this distribution. However, the first two factorial moments are

given here.
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,„]= (P""+ r') + im -s~ I) p'Y (//-'+ r') (9.1)

• + T"') + 6 (/n - 2.-2) phf + cf'r '̂)-

+ (m- 2j- 2)'.2) +.2{2py+ 4.(-m- 2j- I)

_25-2)'2'y;+V+-}. , (9.2)

10. Total Number of Black and White Runs

OF Length . or More

The M.G.F. difference equation of this distribution also has not
yet been obtained. The author hopes to obtain them soon. The
first and the second factorial moments reduce to the following
expressions:

P-'ii. (/ + (f) + ('» - s) pq {p'-'+ (f-"-) • •• (10. 1)

„0 = 2 (m - 2.) pq + (m - 2.)'^'fq'-
(^2s-2 4_ _j_. 4 __ 2s 4- 1) y/f/

+ 2 (m - 2j)(S'• " • (10.2)

Substituting s= 1, (10.1)-and (10.2) reduce to . -

/xV,„,]=2(/rt-l)M + l, ' (10.3)
and • '

(

.„]= 2 ('« - 2)+ 2 (m - 2)'^'/;V

+ 4 {nl - 1) pq + 2 {m - pY

= 2 (3/n - 4) pq + 4 {m - 2)® /;V/ (]0,4).

From this .aa reduces to the same expression as the one given by the.
author in a previous communication (1948).

11. Discu.ssion on the Limiting Forms of the Distributions

The difference equations satisfied by the M.G.F.'s of the various
distributions taice the form

M„, - + 0 i /. {0) M,,. =0, (11.1)
s—1

where/, (6) is a function in 9 = e*— 1. The solution of this equation is

M„,= i • (11.?)
1
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where c/s are constants and a/s are the roots of the equation

(11.3)

The above equation has all the roots, excepting one, •zero when 0= 0.
Let this non-zero root be a^. Now the /--th cumulant, k„ is'

[Gt)'-'
m

+•.

= 0
i = o

(.tT log Ci (11.4)

Since a^, a., a^.are zero when B= 0, k, is a. linear expression in
m when r ^ m. Thus all the cunrulants of the distributions are linear
expressions in m and therefore the y's tend to the limit zero when
m tends to infinity. Hence the distributions tend to the normal form
when m tends to infinity. It may, however, be observed that when
the probabihty of the points taking the colours black, white, etc., is
very small, the distributions like those of black-black, black-white
joins, etc., will tend to the Poisson form. Sukhatme, B. V. (1950)
will discuss in detail the values of m and p for which these distributions
can be assumed to be normal for all practical purposes.

. 12'. Summary

By using certain special methods developed by the author, the
moments and the difference equations satisfied by the M.G.F.'s of
a number of distributions that: arise from in points possessing one of
k characters or colours arranged at random on a line have been
discussed in this paper. The distributions considered are (i) the
number of joins between adjacent points of the same or different
colours, (ii) total number of runs of a given length or more for one
or two specified characters or colours. It has been shown that all
the distributions, excepting in cases where the probability of the points
assuming a specified colour is very small, tend to .the normal form when
m tends to infinity.
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